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Abstract

Impulse control disorders (ICD) may occur in Parkinson’s disease (PD) although it remains

to be understood if such deficits may occur even in the absence of a formal ICD diagnosis.

Moreover, studies addressing simultaneously distinct neurobehavioral domains, such as

cognitive, proactive and reactive motor impulsivity, are still lacking. Here, we aimed to inves-

tigate if reactive, proactive and cognitive impulsivity involving risk taking are concomitantly

affected in medicated PD patients, and whether deficits were dependent on response strate-

gies, such as speed accuracy tradeoffs, or the proportion of omission vs. commission errors.

We assessed three different impulsivity domains in a sample of 21 PD patients and 13

matched controls. We found impaired impulsivity in both reactive (p = 0.042) and cognitive

domains (p = 0.015) for the PD patients, irrespective of response strategy. For the latter,

effect sizes were larger for the actions related with reward processing (p = 0.017, dCohen =

0.9). In the proactive impulsivity task, PD patients showed significantly increased number of

omissions (p = 0.041), a response strategy which was associated with preserved number of

commission errors. Moreover, the number of premature and proactive response errors were

correlated with disease stage. Our findings suggest that PD ON medication is characterized

compared to healthy controls by impairment across several impulsivity domains, which is

moderated in the proactive domain by the response strategy.

Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurological disorder in which the loss of dopami-

nergic nigrostriatal neurons, alongside with associated secondary dysfunctions in cholinergic,
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noradrenergic and serotonergic neurotransmitters, leading to motor, cognitive and behavioral

dysfunctions [1,2]. Concerning impairments in the behavioral domain, evidence suggests a

diminished capacity in the execution of inhibitory programs leading to a variety of impulsive

behaviors [3,4] even in the absence of an overt impulse control disorder [5]. In line with the

idea that this cognitive domain may be affected early on in neuropsychiatric disorders, we also

previously found impaired response inhibition in a neurodevelopmental disorder, Neurofibro-

matosis Type 1, even in the absence of clinical criteria for Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity

Disorder (ADHD) [6].

Although impulsivity is a broad psychological construct that can be divided in different

domains [7], it can overall be defined as a tendency to act prematurely without forethought or

planning [8]. The International Classification of Diseases -10 (ICD-10) describes impulsivity

as “repeated acts that have no clear rational motivation and that generally harm the patient’s

own interests and those of other people” (p.165) [9]. According to Bechara, Damasio and

Damasio [10] one can divide impulsivity in two separable domains: cognitive impulsivity and

motor impulsivity. Cognitive impulsivity relates to the inability to inhibit cognitive demands

leading to immediate gratification [10]. This type of impulsivity can be expressed in impaired

decision making [11], and it is frequently involved in risk taking activities, such as gambling,

drug-seeking and several other aspects of addictive behaviors [8,11]. On the other hand, motor

impulsivity refers to the impaired inhibition of a previously learned motor response, which

can be divided in reactive and proactive impulsivity [11]. The former refers to the inability to

inhibit a motor program in the presence of a specific stop-signal, where the need to stop is con-

sidered to be irrevocable [11,12]. Proactive impulsivity relates to an impairment in withhold-

ing a response, where the stop-signal is motivated by external contextual cues, which helps

anticipating the inhibitory program. It is therefore more goal-directed, selective and triggered

by environmental cues [11–14].

Dopamine replacement therapy (DRT), which includes the intake of a dopamine precur-

sor–levodopa -, and dopamine agonists (DA) [15] has been identified as potentially contribut-

ing to both cognitive, and motor impulsivity. Regarding the first, behaviors like binge eating,

compulsive shopping, and gambling [16–18] have been suggested to represent evidence of dis-

rupted cognitive control. We previously identified an important role for a dichotomy within

corticostriatal structures underlying the imbalance in habitual versus goal directed neural

actions [19], which might be relevant for all above mentioned impulsivity domains. Since

these circuits are affected in PD, it is relevant to study all these impulsivity domains concomi-

tantly in the same patients. Using risk-taking measures, decreased performance was observed

in medicated PD patients, which tend to show a lower sensitivity to punishment [20–26]. The

presence of disrupted reactive inhibitory control is consistent with reduced performance in

go/nogo tasks in medicated PD when compared with normal subjects [27,28]. Likewise,

impaired inhibition in tasks requiring context guided response control is also recognized

[27,28], whose deficits might stem from dysfunction in cortico-basal ganglia loops

[11,24,29,30]. Previous human studies attempted to unravel the behavioral effects of dopamine

replacement drugs in the cognitive impulsivity domain [3,27,30,31,33]. A few studies

addressed simple reactive [32–34] or proactive paradigms [27,28]. The number of studies dedi-

cated to these last domains is relatively scarce.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has so far simultaneously analyzed all the aforemen-

tioned impulsive behavior, which is important for a comprehensive understanding of impul-

sivity profiles in this disease. Thus, the present study aimed to address this issue by

simultaneously investigating 3 different domains of impulsive behavior (reactive, proactive

and cognitive) in medicated PD, as compared with healthy controls.
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Materials and methods

Participants

We initially assessed 48 PD patients with idiopathic PD from the Movement Disorders Unit of

the Coimbra University Hospital. Given our stringent exclusion criteria, and to prevent con-

founding effects, 27 PD patients (~56%) from this total sample were further excluded: 26

patients were excluded due to high scores on Beck Depression Inventory –2 (BDI-2, > 20

points) and 1 patient was excluded due to MoCA score below the normative value expected for

this participant, according to age and education. In the final tested sample, we examined the

multidomain impulsivity profile in 21 medicated patients with idiopathic PD and 13 healthy

controls, matched for age (PD mean ± SD, 69.99 ± 8.12 / Controls mean ± SD, 66.23 ± 7.18, t

(32) = 1.009, p = 0.321) and level of education (PD mean ± SD, 4.71 ± 2.43 / Controls

mean ± SD, 4.85 ± 2.30, U = 125.50, p = 0.639). Patients were enrolled between December,

2014 and June, 2015. All PD patients were on a stable DRT at least for 3 months. Five patients

were also taking antidepressant agents and none of the patients were taking neuroleptic agents.

PD patients submitted to Deep Brain Stimulation surgery or infusion therapies were not

included in this study. In Table 1, we present the complete demographic, clinical and neuro-

psychological data of all participants. We reported DRT as Levodopa equivalent daily doses

(LEDd) according to reported elsewhere [35]. See supporting information (S1 Table) for

detailed clinical information of all patients.

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the Univer-

sity of Coimbra. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Exclusion criteria for this study were: a) previous diagnosis of psychiatric disorders; b) pres-

ence of significant depressive symptomatology; c) presence of apathy, and d) cognitive

impairment. The presence of depressive symptomatology was accessed by the self-rated BDI-2

[36,37]. Considering the presence of a somatic factor on BDI –2, which easily increases the

total value on this measure leading to false positives, the cut-off point was adjusted to 20, for

the patients, excluding cases of moderate and severe depression. Apathy symptoms were

assessed by Portuguese version of the Apathy Evaluation Scale (self-rated version) [38] and

cognitive impairment was excluded using the Portuguese validation of the Montreal Cognitive

Table 1. Demographic, clinical and neuropsychological characteristics of participant groups.

PD Controls

Age (mean, sd) 69.00 (8.12) 66.23 (7.18)

Gender (F:M) 12:9 8:5

Education (mean, sd) 4.71 (2.43) 4.85 (2.30)

Disease duration (mean, sd) 7.14 (5.31) -

H&Y (mean, sd) 2.29 (0.41) -

UPDRS-III ON (mean, sd) 24.86 (8.49) -

UPDRS-III OFF (mean, sd) 41.19 (9.10) -

LEDd total (mean, sd) 743.38 (455.12) -

LEDd DA (mean, sd) 291.91 (241.41) -

BDI-2 (mean, sd) 9.57 (4.71) 5.69 (2.69)

AES (mean, sd) 25.43 (5.34) 21.46 (3.93)

MoCA (mean, sd) 22.67 (2.99) 23.46 (2.99)

Legend: sd = standard deviation; H&Y = Hoehn & Yahr; MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorder Society-Unified

Parkinson’s disease rating scale; LEDd = Levodopa Equivalent Dose; BDI-2 = Beck Depression Inventory-2;

AES = Apathy Evaluation Scale; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0210880.t001
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assessment (MoCA) [39]. All the assessments related to the exclusion criteria were done dur-

ing the “on” medication state. The diagnosis of idiopathic PD was performed by a neurologist

specialized in movement disorders according to the UK Brain Bank Criteria for Parkinson’s

Disease [40]. Motor severity was assessed using the motor subscore (part III) of the Movement

Disorders Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS-III), measured

both in “on” and “off” medication state. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal

vision and gave their informed written consent for the study according to the Declaration of

Helsinki.

Materials

Go/nogo task. This task, which we used before to study response inhibition in Neurofi-

bromatosis type I [6] was inspired by the sustained attention to respond task (SART) [41] and

was included here in order to study the (motor) reactive impulsivity domain. In this task sub-

jects viewed white single digits from 1 to 9 (Helvetica font) randomly presented. Digits were

displayed in a black background at the center of the computer screen for 250 ms with an inter-

trial interval of 1500 ms. Each digit was followed by a white fixation cross until the next digit

appeared. Digits size varied randomly between 5 different sizes {48, 72, 94, 100 and 120}. Par-

ticipants were asked to press a button with their dominant hand every time they saw any num-

ber (1, 2; 4–9, go stimuli), except for the number “3” (nogo stimulus). The experiment was

divided in 2 repeated blocks. Each block had 225 trials, including 25 nogo trials (11%) and 200

go trials, and lasted for 5:24 minutes (overall time of 10:48 min.) The go/nogo task was pre-

sented using the Psychophysics Toolbox [42] for Matlab R2014a (MathWorks, Natick, USA).

AX Continuous Performance Task (AX—CPT). This task was inspired by Rush and col-

leagues [14] and allows to analyze both reactive and proactive domains of impulsivity. In this

task participants saw at the center of the screen, and one at the time, the letters A, X, B and Y,

in the following possible order: AX, AY, BX and BY. Letters were designed in white color and

displayed on a black background. Like the previous experiment, letters size varied pseudo ran-

domly between 5 different sizes {48, 72, 94, 100 and 120}. Each letter was presented on the

screen for 250 ms and was followed by a 1000 ms interstimulus interval. There were a total of

140 AX trials (70%), 20 BX trials (10%), 20 AY trials (10%) and 20 BY trials (10%). Thus AX

trials were the go trials, whereas BX, AY and BY were the nogo trials. Subjects were instructed

to press the spacebar every time an “X” appeared immediately after an “A” cue. On the con-

trary, whenever they saw a “B” they were told to not respond to the trial regardless of the letter

presented immediately after. The BX trial was introduced as one of the way to analyze the pro-

active control, since the contextual presence of the nogo-cue -“B”- prepares the participants to

stop a previous response [13]. On the other hand, the AY trials, represent a correct cue and an

incorrect probe, where “A” establishes an expectancy to make a response to an expected probe.

Finally, BY trials (representing an incorrect cue and an incorrect probe) were designed to be

control trials where there was no response competition. These trials were used as a direct

exclusion criteria for the AX-CPT task, since if the subjects made at least 50% or more BY

errors they would be excluded from the task, based on the possibility that they might not have

understood the task demands. All trials were presented in a randomized order. The present

experiment was divided in 2 repeated blocks, each of one lasting for 8:35 minutes (overall time

of 17:10 min.). The AX-CPT task was presented using the 4.4 version of SuperLab (Cedrus

Corp., San Pedro, CA).

Ballon Analogue Risk Taking (BART) task. This task was inspired by Lejuez et. al [43]

and was included in order to study the cognitive impulsivity domain. It consists in a measure

of risk taking propensity. During this task subjects begin to see a small blue balloon at the
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center of the computer screen accompanied by the display of the cumulative amount of money

earned at their left–“Total”-, and by the amount of money earned in the present trial–“X
euros”-, at their right. Subjects were told: “You are going to see a total of 30 balloons, one at

each time, and your job is to pump each balloon pressing the spacebar button. For every pump

the balloon will be filled a little bit more. But remember, balloons would explode if they were

pumped past its explosion point. The decision to stop is up to you. Some of these balloons will

explode after few pumps while others will only explode after they almost filled the computer

screen. For every pump you will earn 1 cent, but if the balloon explodes you will lose all the

money you collected in this trial. In order to collect the money earned with each balloon, stop

pumping and press the “C” button and this value will be transferred to your wallet. Every time

you collect money or a balloon explodes, a new balloon will appear”. All balloons had a differ-

ent unpredictable “explosion” point with the smallest balloon exploding on the 5th pump and

the largest exploding after 61 pumps. Subjects could earn a maximum of 9.33 euros and all of

them received the money after completing the task, at the end of the session. All trials were

presented in a randomized order. The Bart task was presented using the toolkit Vizard 3.0

(WorldViz. Santa Barbara. USA).

A summary of all investigated impulsivity domains and their respective tasks and the

means of their evaluation are summarized in Fig 1.

Procedures

PD patients performed the go/nogo task, AX-CPT and BART during “on” medication state, in

a counterbalanced order for the presentation of tasks. “On” state was defined as 60–150 min

after the intake of DRT (in some patients slightly time adjustments were made, by the clinician,

to guarantee that patients were in the “best on” state). The experimental procedures always

started with the application of the MDS-UPDRS motor score, and followed by one of the three

experimental tasks. The experimental tasks were presented in a portable computer (ACER

ASPIRE, CPU INTELR, CORE TMi7).

Data analysis

Go/nogo. The main dependent measure from the go/nogo task was the number of com-

mission errors (CE), which represent the failures to withhold the motor response for nogo tri-

als. We also recorded the mean total number of omissions and the overall reaction time (RT).

Independent sample t tests were performed for PD vs controls in order to compare CE. Omis-

sions and RT´s were independently analyzed. We also calculated Pearson’s correlations

between the CE and the RT’s, to evaluate speed accuracy trade-offs, followed by a linear regres-

sion analysis.

AX-CPT. Main dependent measures in this task were: AY errors, BX errors, and A-Cue

errors. The A-Cue errors shared the same principle as the AY errors since the (go) cue

increased the likelihood for pre-activation of a “go” response. However, this susceptibility to

enhanced pre-activation condition could be more pronounced, given that participants might

not wait for the next trial, giving a response during the presentation of the cue. Like the former

task, we also recorded the mean total omissions and the overall RT. The performance of 2 par-

ticipants was excluded from the analysis. The exclusions were due to struggle in understanding

the tasks demands (PD group, 1 taking levodopa, and 1 also taking DA in addition). Nonpara-

metric one-way MANOVAs were performed for the PD vs controls regarding the AY, BX,

A-Cue errors. P-values extracted from the MANOVA are already corrected for multiple com-

parisons in which concerns the multiple response outcomes (see [44]). Indeed, when more

than one dependent variable is measured, MANOVA corrects for the number of these

Multi-domain impulsivity in Parkinson’s disease
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dependent variables. Like in the go/nogo task the number of omissions and the RT´s were also

independently analyzed. Also for the AX-CPT task we performed a Pearson’s correlation

between each type of error—AY, BX and A-Cue—and the RT’s followed by a linear regression

analysis.

BART. Main dependent measures from the BART were the number of adjusted pumps

(the average number of pumps actions)—higher values would reflect a greater risk tasking -,

and the mean number of pumps post punition (the average number of pumps without explod-

ing the balloon, computed after a trial where the balloon previously exploded). The number of

pumps post punition was taken in order to study the sensitivity towards punition. Accordingly,

the statistical analysis regarding these variables was performed using MANOVA, using age

and education as covariates for the particular comparison between the two PD groups. Behav-

ioral data were analyzed using the IBM SPSS statistical package (v.22). An alpha level of 0.05

was used for all statistical tests.

Moreover, for all main dependent variables we also computed an exploratory correlation

analysis between those and the disease stage measured by the Hoehn & Yahr (H&Y) scale and

between these behavioral measures and the total LEDd and LEDd for agonist medication.

Given that this part of the analysis is exploratory instead of confirmatory, interpretation of

uncorrected p values in this case is just hypothesis generating [45].

Given the difficulty in finding age-matched controls we also pre-calculated a minimum

sample size needed for the control group, for a ratio 2/1, for the mean number of pumps from

the BART. The analysis suggested that with an anticipated mean of 19 number of pumps for

Fig 1. Summary of experimental tasks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0210880.g001
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the PD group and of 12 number of pumps for the control group and with a standard deviation

of 6, and with an expected power of 80% and an alpha level of 5%, our sample size for the con-

trol group should at least contain 9 participants (and 18 for PD).

Results

Mean and standard errors for the main dependent variables on the three tasks are depicted in

Figs 2, 3 and 4. Significant differences between controls and patients were observed in the go/

nogo task (t (31.765) = 2.117, p = 0.042, dCohen = 0.1), with the latter showing a higher number

of CE for the PD group (mean ± SD, 10,41 ± 7.04), when compared to healthy controls

(mean ± SD, 6,42 ± 3,92). Concerning cognitive impulsivity, we found significant multivariate

(MANOVA) effect for the variables pumps post punition and number of pumps concerning

both groups (Pillais’ trace = 0.238, F (2.31) = 4.846, p = 0.015). Post-hoc analysis investigated

the sources of this effect. This analysis for the effect of the number of pumps post punition

showed that PD patients committed a higher number of pumps post punition (mean ± SD,

17,74 ± 8,57) compared to controls (mean ± SD, 11,29 ± 4,45) (F (1) = 6.284, p = 0,017, dCohen =

0.9).

Regarding the AX-CPT task, we did not find a multivariate (non-parametric MANOVA)

effect for the three main dependent variables (A-Cue, AY and BX) (X2 (3) = 6.324, p = 0.09),

which might be explained by an effect of response strategy (see below). Nevertheless, individ-

ual analysis of AX-CPT errors revealed a significant between group difference in A-Cue errors

(U = 69.500, p = 0.037). Analysis for the omissions in this task showed that the PD patients

Fig 2. Bar plots depicting mean and standard error of the mean for main dependent variables in the motor impulsivity tasks–go/

nogo and AX-CPT tasks. The Figure depicts both performance for PD´s and controls. � depicts the significant differences at p< 0.05.

C.E.–Commission Errors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0210880.g002
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made more omissions (mean ± SD, 10,61 ± 7.68), comparing to the control group

(mean ± SD, 5.62 ± 4.08; t (30) = 2.137, p = 0.041, dCohen = 0.8), suggesting a strategy to

increase omission as a way to minimize commission errors, which thereby become masked

(Fig 3). No differences were found in the RT’s in any of the tasks.

Regarding of response strategy and speed accuracy tradeoffs analysis, correlation analysis

across groups revealed a similar speed accuracy tradeoff (SAT) for both CE from the Go/nogo

task and the AY errors from the AX-CPT, corroborating the notion that response strategies

were similar concerning speed accuracy tradeoffs. Indeed, we found a moderate negative cor-

relation between CE and RT’s for both groups (PD: r = - 0.516, p = 0.017, N = 21; Controls: r =

-0.691, p = 0.009, N = 13), and a strong negative correlation between AY errors and RT’s (PD:

r = - 0.775, p = 0.000, N = 19; Controls: r = -0.728, p = 0.005, N = 13). Slope comparison from

the linear regression analysis for CE showed that the influence of RT’s on CE was not different

between groups (F (1,30) = 0.017, p = 0.898), further suggesting similar speed vs accuracy tra-

deoffs. Nonetheless, results showed significant differences between lines’ interception in the

Go/NoGo task (F (1,31) = 8.317, p = 0.007), confirming a significantly higher number of CE

for the PD group as the RT’s decreases compared to controls (Fig 5A). No differences were

found for the AY errors for slope comparison (F (1,28) = 0.286, p = 0.597) and line intercep-

tion (F (1,29) = 0.002, p = 0.913) (Fig 5B).

Concerning the correlation with disease stage, we found a positive moderate to strong cor-

relation between A-Cue errors (motor reactive type of premature responses) and the disease

stage (rs = 0,636, p = 0,0043). A positive moderate correlation was also found for the number

of proactive BX errors (rs = 0,472, p = 0,041). Moreover, the only behavioral measure that

Fig 3. Bar plots depicting mean and standard error of the mean for the omissions in AX-CPT task. Figure depicts

both performance for PD´s and controls. � depicts the significant differences at< 0.05. O.–Omissions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0210880.g003
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showed any correlation with the total LEDd was the A-Cue errors (rs = 0,652, p<0,003), sug-

gesting a relation between medication dosage and premature responses.

Discussion

In this study we have addressed the behavioral correlates of reduced impulse control in a medi-

cated PD sample, simultaneously across 3 domains: cognitive, motor reactive and proactive

impulsivity. Previous behavioral studies suggested isolated deficits in response inhibition in

PD, in particular in the cases formally diagnosed as clinically established overt impulse control

disorders. It is however important to consider subclinical multidomain manifestations, simul-

taneously across all impulsivity domains. This was the goal of the current study, which com-

bined stop-signal and Go/no-Go tasks, with tasks requiring proactive inhibition, as well as

control of cognitive impulsivity (the BART assessment task). We found important effects

across all domains, when considering level of impairment, response strategies and correlation

with disease stage.

It is now well recognized that ICD in late stage PD may occur as a consequence of DRT

[46,47]. A neurobiological basis for such deficits is suggested by [11C] raclopride Positron

Emission Tomography (PET) displacement studies which have demonstrated that PD patients

Fig 4. Bar plots depicting mean and standard error of the mean for main dependent variables in the cognitive

impulsivity task–BART task. Figure depicts both performance for PD´s and controls. � depicts the significant

differences at< 0.05. C.E.–Commission Errors; NP–Number of Pumps; PP–Pumps Post Punition.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0210880.g004
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with ICD exhibit task-related reduced binding in the ventral striatum, indicative of higher

endogenous dopamine release. This may occur during gambling tasks or presentation of

Fig 5. a) Regression plots depicting mean CE of each PD patient and control vs. RT for the go/nogo task. b)

Regression plots depicting mean AY errors of each PD patient and control vs. RT for the AX-CPT task. Solid lines

represent the regression curves. Regression curves for the go/nogo task: PD, R2 = 0.2659, Y = -0.03156�X + 26.89;

Controls, R2 = 0.4769, Y = -0.03436�X + 22.90. Regression curves for the AX-CPT task: PD, R2 = 0.5999, Y =

-0.02668�X + 18.08; Controls, R2 = 0.5296, Y = -0.03193�X + 20.68. C.E.–Commission Errors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0210880.g005
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reward-related visual cues, as compared with PD patients without ICD [47,48]. Regarding the

role of DRT, and in particular dopamine agonists, it has been suggested that they might impact

on the processing of negative feedback during reward based learning [49]. Unexpected reward-

ing stimuli produce reinforcement by phasic increase in dopamine transmission that activates

the D1 receptors in the direct pathway. Negative outcomes lead to a phasic decrease in dopa-

mine transmission related to D2 activation in the indirect pathway.

However studies in PD in the absence of clinically defined impulse control disorder are

lacking and even the ones with late stage ICD [49,50] lack simultaneous assessment of all

impulsivity domains. Personality traits based scales [51] such as the Urgency-Premeditation-

Perseverance-Sensation seeking Impulsive Behaviour Scale, are clinically useful, but do not

address the neurobehavioural dimensions investigated in our study.

Evidence for multidomain impairment in medicated PD patients and the

relevance of neurobehavioral constructs

When studying the multidimensional nature of impulsivity deficits in PD taking dopaminergic

medication, our results suggest distinct patterns across domains. The effects demonstrated for

both motor impulsivity tasks could not be explained by differences in speed vs. accuracy trade-

offs (SAT) given that the analysis of RTs do not suggest differences in this domain. In fact, the

evidence of a similar SAT slope regarding motor impulsivity, both validates our paradigm and

show that different response strategies are not masking between group effects. Therefore, con-

cerning motor reactivity, PD patients committed more errors as compared to the control

group, irrespective of response strategy. Moreover, the results from the interception of the

regression line between PD and controls further confirms the observed group difference (the

number of reactive errors made by the PD group would always be greater as the RT diminishes

in parallel for both groups). The notion that medicated PD patients might be impaired in reac-

tive inhibitory tasks [30,32,51,52] then raises the question whether reactive deficits may mask

proactive deficits if too many premature responses or omissions occur.

Available explanatory frameworks suggest that the loss of dopaminergic neurons eventually

leads to functional changes in corticostriatothalamic circuits related to motor control, but

likely also in other domains. One study by Giorgiev, Dirnberger, Wilkinson, Limousin and

Jahanshahi [53] suggested that both STN-DBS patients and unoperated PD patients sustained

difficulties in withholding a prepotent response when compared to controls. They further col-

lected evidence that the stimulation per se has also a detrimental effect in this domain, particu-

larly, when the no-go stimuli was frequent and when task difficulty was higher. Hershey et. al

[54] suggested that ventral subthalamic stimulation affected the performance of PD patients in

a go-nogo task. Cortical-STN connections constitute the hyperdirect pathway [54,55]. The

STN provides excitatory commands to the globus pallidus interna, increasing the inhibition of

thalamocortical transmission, and therefore inhibiting not just the primary motor cortex but

also other cortical regions involved in other cognitive functions [13,56].

Given the notion that dopaminergic activity modulates impulsive behavior [3,18,26,57] and

that our participants were assessed in “on” state medication, future studies should address the

role of disease stage (which we found to be correlated with premature responses and proactive

errors) and presence vs. absence of medication. Importantly, we aimed to understand whether

the pattern of deficits goes beyond the motor impulsivity domain, or whether it also involves

other domains, such as decision-making involving risk taking [46,58,59].

Regarding proactive impulsivity, we found a significant increase in omission errors for PD

patients, a strategy that might led to the relative preservation of commission errors in this task.

It is suggested that, contrary to the reactive domain, proactive impulsivity involves striatal
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outputs to the globus pallidus externa and then to globus pallidus interna, mediated by the

STN [13]. In other words, particular STN neurons might be recruited during the commands

sent to the GPi, specifically tuned to selective inhibition, comparing to the cortico-STN-GPi

pathway, recruited during reactive inhibition [13]. Neurophysiological recordings in patients

submitted to DBS also points to the role of the STN in evaluating contextual cues and their

behavioral value [60]. Further evidence of a greater participation of the striatum–GPe–GPi

pathway in tasks where the need to be stopped can be anticipated can be found in the literature

[13,61,62]. One study using an fMRI paradigm with healthy subjects, suggested that the sup-

plementary motor area, inferior frontal cortex and the STS as core regions involved in motor

proactive adjustments [63]. The implication of the STS alongside with the frontal cortical

regions like the inferior frontal cortex was also corroborated by additional work [64]. Like pre-

viously mentioned, the differences found for the number of omissions were specifically

encountered for the AX-CPT task, which suggests a distinct strategy when proactive demands

are present. We suggest that the cautious response style for this task could be secondary to the

challenge imposed by the proactive condition. This idea is also corroborated by the positive

correlation found specifically for the proactive BX errors and the disease stage. A study per-

formed with PD patients submitted to DBS, suggested worse performance in PD patients in

terms of proactive adjustment relative to controls while they were “on” medication state and

off DBS stimulation [65]. Further evidence from PD patients submitted to subthalamotomy,

showing poor proactive inhibitory control also highlights the importance of STN-cortical

interactions on impulse control disorders in this population [66]. It has also been suggested

that although dopamine medication reduces akinesia, it does not re-establish a normal pattern

of internal control of motor response [67]. The interpretation is somewhat difficult because of

the sparsity of studies using proactive task models for studying impulsivity in this population.

Moreover, the ones that did, often relied on different methodology, often not studying proac-

tive stopping per se, but other aspects of impulsive behavior. For example, in Bokura et. al [27]

data from a computerized task was used as a way to assess the inhibitory function in general

and the focus was placed in using event-related brain response correlates of inhibitory deficits

in PD. Also, in Obeso and colleagues [28] although a conditional stop signal reaction time task

was implemented, data analysis and theoretical considerations did not directly address proac-

tive impulsivity. The conditional stop signal reaction time task is another task by which proac-

tive interference might be studied (see [68] and [28]). Contrary to the AX-CPT used in our

study, the main dependent variable for this task was an RT measure which takes into account

the relative preparation cost calculation which reduces the weight of a bias in RT caused by the

movement disorder per se. More studies regarding this impulsivity domain are needed, in par-

ticular using comprehensive studies like done here, which considered simultaneous multido-

main deficits and response strategies.

We also found significant differences in the cognitive domain of impulsivity in our PD sam-

ple, namely in the response to punition. Previous findings suggested the involvement of a

mesolimbic-frontal pathway in risk-taking tasks [69–71], where dopamine connects with

mesolimbic regions (including striatum and midbrain) and frontal cortex (reciprocally) for

stimulus salience and reward processing [70]. Therefore, insensitivity towards either reward

and punishment are identified in this population [22,23,72], and suggested to be associated

with the effects of dopamine depletion in frontal lobe regions, including fronto-striatal loops,

basal ganglia projections for limbic structures, and orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal

cortices [21,22]. Also, evidences with PD patients with clinically overt ICD showed a reduced

ventral striatum activation during risk taking tasks [72]. Regarding this last structure, in the

study of Torta et al. [25]) the authors found that the detrimental effect of DRT on a risk taking

test is congruent with the overdose hypothesis which states that the ventral striatum receives
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more dopamine than needed (while dopamine levels are normalized in the dorsal striatum).

The resulting impairment in its connection with the prefrontal cortex, might promote impul-

sive behaviors seen in risk taking tasks.

Concerning the limitations of this study, we did not test the PD patients in the off medica-

tion status. This would help disentangle if the proposed differences found in PD are a conse-

quence of the medication per se or if it’s rather a consequence of the disease itself. As stated

above, several studies suggest that dopaminergic medication, mainly dopamine agonists, have

a detrimental effect on impulsivity [3,18,26,59]. However, these findings are still controversial

[68], [73]. In our study we only found a correlation between dosage and premature A-cue

response rates.

It would also be interesting to address the effects of DBS on impulsivity. Available studies

also show some heterogeneity. For example, the study of Hershey et al. [74] suggests that in

what concerns the inhibition of an ongoing voluntary motor behavior, assessed by a go/nogo

task, patients on STN-DBS stimulation performed worse when compared to off DBS condi-

tion. Also in the study of Ballanger et al’s [75], STN-DBS was associated with an increase in CE

errors accompanied by changes in cortical networks implicated in reactive and proactive

response inhibition. In turn, van den Wildenberg et al [76] suggested a better performance in

STN-DBS patients in a go/nogo task while on stimulation as compared to the off stimulation

session. Evans et. al [73] found an association between STN-DBS with an increase of risky

choices in a gambling task, but not with reward processing. Therefore, the use of a comprehen-

sive approach on impulsivity, like the one used in our study, with patients submitted to DBS

would also be useful to achieve a better comprehension of how different patterns of impulsive

behavior are generated and maintained in this disease.

In sum, we found evidence for multidomain disruption in particular of motor and cognitive

impulsivity in PD patients medicated with dopaminergic drugs, mainly at the cost of commis-

sion errors for the former, and insensitivity towards punition for the latter. Concerning proac-

tive errors, they were correlated with disease stage, and moderated by response strategies

(increased number of omissions). We propose that in medicated PD patients the nature of

impairment of impulse control is multidimensional, suggesting that further studies should

explore the particular role of each type of dopamine replacement drug on these dimensions.
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